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FROM THE PUBLISHER
Nevada banking and deregulation.
The first breezes of change began to
swirl in June 1985, when the Nevada
Legislature approved S.B. 26. Since that
time, the Silver State has seen some
dramatic and potentially disruptive
reforms take place. Nevertheless, each
succeeding phase of deregulation was
accomplished smoothly and efficiently.
Not only did day-to-day operations in
Nevada' s banks proceed without
interruption, but growing dividends

and quarterly earnings rarely faltered.
Some of the concerns expressed with
the passage of S.B. 26 - Will Nevada's
banks be swallowed whole? Will our
industry lose its identity in the shadow
of California's pecuniary bulk? What
effect will deregulation have on the
average consumer? -never arose as
insurmountable problems.
Indeed, Nevada's banks- both large
and small - continue to thrive, and
although a number of powerful newcom-

ers have joined the ranks, our state's
banking identity remains uniquely our
own. And as for the everyday customer?
He or she has perhaps benefitted most
of all: a healthy atmosphere of competition has produced more services at
better prices than ever before.
With the advent of a fully deregulated banking industry, Nevada's
banks stand ready to usher the Silver
State through an economic bonanza
well into the next decade.

ON JULY 1, 1985, Senate Bill26 allowed Nevada banks to
merge with, buy, or be purchased by other banks in the ten
Western states which had reciprocal agreements with Nevada. The ten states were: Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah and
Wyoming. California, a major competitor, did not have areciprocal agreement with Nevada, and it was thus excluded.
On December 31, 1988, all legal references to "reciprocal
state" were changed to read "another state". Thus, banks

0

Nevada
&

DEREGULATI0N
Just as modern technology continual_ly refines the tools that serve
the banking industry, Nevada's regulatory machine sheds its last
vestiges as we approach full deregulation.

Photography by Michael E. Meagher;
courtesy of First Interstate Bank's Banki ng Museum
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based in California or in any other state were allowed to do
business in Nevada, with one exception: The remaining
barrier was the provision stating that no institution could
acquire or merge with a Nevada institution "unless the
institution or holding company to be acquired was in operation on July 1, 1985." In other words, an out-of-state bank
had to purchase an existing institution rather than starting a
branch on its own de novo , or from the beginning.
This provision will expire on July 1, 1990; on that date,
any bank based anywhere in the country will be free to open
a branch in Nevada. Full interstate banking will arrive after
a transition period of five years, which has already seen
many takeovers and mergers of Nevada banks, and has also
seen Nevada banks branching out into neighboring states.
How do the existing financial institutions in Nevada view
the removal of this last protective barrier? How are they
preparing for full interstate banking, and what do they foresee for the future of banking in our state? Nevada Business
Journal has surveyed several leading financial institutions
and has received an interesting variety of responses.

FEW BANKS were as ideally positioned as
First Interstate when the Nevada Legislature
introduced interstate banking back in July 1985.
The new law, part of a nat ionwide movement
toward financial deregulation, would phase in
out-of-state bank acquisition to make way for
full interstate banking by July I , 1990.
First Interstate was the largest bank in the
country 's fastest-growing marketplace, with
more banking offices, more people and more
resources than any of its competitors. Its market share was the envy of banks everywhere.
And its earnings had been climbing steadily
for years.
Interstate banking could change all that
overnight, however, if a bank stood idly by
while new competitors chewed up its home
turf. Complacency would be costly.
"We predicted long before any interstate
banking legislation was proposed that it was
only a matter of time before this marketplace
would begin to attract out-of-state competitors," says Donald D. Snyder, First Interstate ' s
42-year-old chairman and chief executive
officer. "Throughout the decade, we worked
to change this bank in fundamental ways to
offset exactly the kind of challenges we're
facing today."
Managing change became First Interstate ' s
mantra for the 1980s, Snyder says. As interstate banking legislation opened the state to
new competitors, First Interstate worked to
solidify its position as the state ' s leading lender
to the gaming industry. (The bank ' s gaming
credits from 1983-88 totaled more than $1.5
billion.) It undertook aggressive lending promotions to build relationships among Nevada's growing population. And it increased
advertising spending to match its position as
the state ' s dominant financial institution.
At the same time, through the purchase of a
failing thrift, Citibank had slipped in the back
door and later set up a huge credit card processing facility in Southern Nevada. Then came
Zions Bank of Utah, which bought Nevada
State Bank. Security Pacific announced it was
purchasing Nevada National Bank in 1988,
and completed the acquisition in 1989. Bank
of America moved into the state through its
purchase of Nevada First Bank. Meanwhile,
Valley Bank had merged with Security Bank,
making it a much larger, much more competitive institution.
The competition was tough, and it was getting tougher. "It doesn 't take a rocket scientist
to figure out whose market share became the
primary target of the new competition," Snyder
says. "When you enter a new marketplace, you
don ' t go after numbers two or three; everybody seems naturally to attack number one."
The new competition was overwhelming,
coming on fast and furious in a marketplace
previously known for its stability. Employees

FIRST INTERSTATE BANK
When the wheels of deregulation began
to turn, FIB was in the right place ot the
right time by design- not occident.
at First Interstate were nervous and starting to
question their ability to succeed. After years of
dominating the market, was the bank up to the
new competition?
"Success had made the organization myopic," Snyder says. " Looking back over 80
years of dominating the marketplace, it was
difficult to imagine changing quickly enough
to succeed in this new, hotly competitive environment."
Snyder wasn ' t worried, however. Working
for First Interstate in California, he'd been
dealing with these "new" competitors throughout most of his banking career.
Under Snyder's tutelage, 1988 became a
watershed year for First Interstate. The bank
opened a new headquarters office in Las Vegas
to spearhead growth in the exploding southern
half of the state. Excel- a massive, bank wide
effort to enhance customer service levels was introduced to the employees . And, most
importantly, Snyder reinvigorated management, steering the bank in a new direction.
"The tendency when a successful organization ·faces stiffening competition is to react
defensively," comments Snyder. " However, I
had seen too many games lost in the fourth
quarter using a defensive strategy. The challenge was to think ' offense', and continue to
leverage our strengths."
It worked. By 1989, First Interstate was
opening three new branches- with plans to
open several more- after opening only one in
the five previous years. Excel was so successful that the bank advertised, and later unconditionally guaranteed, nearly unbeatable customer service standards. First Interstate became the first bank to open on Saturdays and
extend hours at branches all over the state. All
this on top of record earnings in each quarter.
The bank's new attitude: "Let the competition come; we're ready."
Says Snyder: "We have mastered many of
the curves deregulation has thrown us. Early
planning pointed us in the right direction; our
employees took us there."
Now there seems to be no stopping First
Interstate. The bank's year-end performance
broke all records, jumping 26 percent over the

prior year to $56 million. Early in 1990, the
bank announced plans to open five new banking offices in Southern Nevada Lucky stores,
plus six more free-standing branches, for a
total of 80 within the near future. Surveys peg
First Interstate' s customer service levels as
among the highest in the state. And employee
pride has skyrocketed.
What ' s next? An ebullient Snyder says
there ' s no place left to go but up:__ or rather,
deeper inside the marketplace. "The ' 90s will
be a decade of refinement," he says. "We' re
working to target new markets within the state,
expand our presence in certain areas and concentrate on our core businesses."
First Interstate has targeted the burgeoning
seniors market by introducing the Senior Value
Account (an attractive package checking account for seniors with $5 ,000 at the bank),
Senior Privilege (a card seniors can use to
access discounts at merchants statewide) and
other services for the "55 or better" group.
The bank is also aggressively pursuing the
small-to-medium-sized business segment ,
leveraging its status as preferred lender for the
Small Business Administration and establishing Business Banking Centers at both ends of
the state.
And First Interstate ' s taking a hard look at
itself to determine which profitable business
lines stay and which marginal operations must
go. Managing expenses is paramount: the bank
shipped its expensive data processing off to
Arizona and is keeping a tight rein on employment by enhancing the productivity of its
current staff.
"Somebody once remarked that there's
nothing permanent except change," Snyder
says. "The organizations which succeed in the
future will be those that best manage the kind
of rapid change we're seeing and will continue
to see in this marketplace. We' re not the same
organization we were ten years ago . .. or even
five years ago. If we were, we probably would
not even be here, and we certainly wouldn ' t be
as successful as we have been. "
"Let the marketplace change," Snyder concludes. "First Interstate will just keep on changing with it."
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PRIMERIT

Valley Bank West will serve the growing north west area of the Las Vegas Valley.
The eight-story financial center is scheduled for completion this fall .

VALLEY BANK
"Increased competition is
healthy for the state ... it's
like putting the Good Housekeeping seal of approval on
Nevada's economy."
THE TERM de novo is a phrase the banking
world became all too familiar with during the
late 1970s and early 1980s. Smaller, independent banks sprang up all over the country
during this so called new, deregulated era of
banking. While today the term de novo is now
used sparingly, state banking deregulation only
refers to those banks that cross state lines by
acquiring established financial institutions.
Richard A. Etter, Valley Bank of Nevada's
chairman of the board and chief executive
officer, views the July 1, 1990 dismantling of
the state's restrictions on new banks coming
into Nevada as a foregone conclusion. "Those
banks that want to do business in Nevada are
already here. Come July 1, you won't see a
sudden rush by out-of-state banks moving into
the state." He says, "This de novo ornew bank
concept is far too costly in today' s competitive industry."
In anticipation of increased competitionthrough other banks ' acquisition efforts Valley Bank began strengthening its position
as the largest state-chartered bank when it
acquired Security Bank of Nevada on the close
of business on December 31 , 1987. This move
gave the bank a greater presence in Reno,
8
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while greatly increasing both its asset base and
the number of branch offices statewide.
"We welcome any and all of the new banks
moving into Nevada," says Etter. "Increased
competition is healthy for the state and with
new participants like Bank of America, it's
like putting the Good Housekeeping seal of
approval on Nevada's economy."
The increased competition will not affect or
change the way Valley Bank does business in
Nevada. Etter says, "The bank's sales-andservice-oriented culture will continue to be the
way we do business. The sales and service
driven banks are the ones that will survive the
deregulated era of banking. We've been saying all along that financial products in banks
are all pretty much the same and that the only
real difference between banking institutions
in today 's marketplace is the level of service
rendered to the customer."
Nevada' s unique and specialized economic
base could also be a contributing factor to why
there won't be an influx of new banks setting
up shop in the future . "Gaming is the mainstay
of Nevada's economy, and to service this industry financially takes a bank who's been
there from the beginning and one who can and
will continue to provide the gaming industry
with the level of specialized service they ' ve
grown accustomed to," says Etter. "For this
reason, it would be easier for Valley Bank to
move into another state, by way of de novo,
than it would be for a new bank to set up shop
in Nevada. So in terms of looking to July 1 as
a significant date Nevada's banking history,
it's all pretty anti-climatic from here on out."
Etter concluded his remarks stating, "Our
economy is quite strong right now and it appears that it's going to remain this way for
some time." He says the banking industry is
also very healthy, as is gaming and all other
industries in Nevada. "We're confident that
deregulating the .state's banking industry will
not have any adverse affect on Valley Bank."

Acautious, well-planned
development philosophy is
necessary to prevent o
growth rote foster than the
local economy con support.
by George Burns
PRIMERIT Savings Bank President David
Rogers affirms that his company looks forward to other financial institutions - both
national andj nternational - locating in the
Southern Nevada community.
Rogers said that a future insurgency of financial institutions into the state of Nevada
would be "healthy': He points out that "with
more banks moving into the state, competition
will be sharpened."
The bank executive cited Security Pacific
Bank (formerly Nevada National Bank), Bank
of America (formerly Nevada First Thrift) and
Citibank as specific examples. "All three were
sure to make their presence known." He did
note, however, that because of the state 's relatively diminutive population base, he would
be surprised if there was a mass movement of
commercial banks or savings and loans into
Nevada anytime soon.
"Those institutions who want to be a part of
the lending market in Las Vegas are most
likely already here. However, if the principal
reason for locating a banking operation in this
state is deposit gathering, keep in mind that
Nevada is comparatively small. Some of the
larger banks who might consider Nevada as an
option are accustomed to populous states such
as California or New York."
The bank president feels that smaller banks
would not be negatively influenced by the
influx of the larger financial institutions. "There
are smaller banks that remain small out of
design," he said. "They pick a particular niche
in the market and specialize in it."
Is there any danger that smaller banks might
be absorbed by in-coming mega-institutions?
Not likely, Rogers says," A bank looking to acquire an operation in another state is often
seeking a large franchise. While a $150 million franchise may be enough to get your foot

eSTATE
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BANKING LAWS IN THE WEST
Nevada
Out-of-state bank holding companies may establish limited
purpose, wholesale-oriented, single-office subsidiaries in Nevada under a 1984law. Reciprocal restrictions were dropped on
January 1, 1989. Until July 1, 1990, only an institution chartered prior to July 1, 1985, may be acquired. After July 1, 1990,
out-of-state organizations will be permitted to acquire an existing institution, or establish a branch office.

California
A law signed in September 1986, effective July 1987, allows
California banks to be acquired by bank holding companies in
the states that make up the Twelfth Federal Reserve District
(Alaska, Arizona, Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah and
Washington) plus Colorado, New Mexico and Texas. The
legislation hinges on reciprocity in the state of the acquirer,
which has not been enacted in Hawaii, Nevada, or Utah. Full
nationwide reciprocal banking begins January 1, 1991. The law
also specifies that out-of-state banking companies outside the
approved region, with units in states inside the region, may not
enter California until the nationwide trigger date.

Arizona
Out-of-state banks may acquire Arizona financial institutions
under a law effective October 1, 1986. The legislation allows
out-of-state institutions to set up de novo operations in the state
after June 30, 1992. Effective May 31, 1984, Arizona financial
institutions less than five years old are protected from hostile
out-of-state bidders.

Idaho
Idaho: Banks and thrifts from any state in the union have been
permitted to buy Idaho banks and thrifts since January 1, 1988.
The March 1987 law does not hinge on reciprocity.

Utah
Effective December 31, 1987, banking companies from any
state may acquire healthy banks and thrifts in Utah.
Source: American Banker (Dec. 13, 1989)
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in the door, the larger institutions are inclined
to focus their efforts on a more sizable target."
On a national level , Rogers predicts that
interest rates will continue to fall, although not
substantially , "There is a growing concern
among economists that the national economy
may be due for a recession. The expansion that
began in 1982 is still progressing. Often under
these circumstances, sooner or later, imbalances occur and the economy slides into a
recession. "
Rogers believes the Federal Reserve Board
will attempt to perform an inflation/recession
"balancing act" by carefully controlling interest rates and money supply. "The priorities of
the Federal Reserve board of governors seem
to be evenly divided between controlling inflation and controlling recession. However, as
1990 progresses, they will most likely concentrate on fighting recession."
Locally, Rogers believes that the frui ts of
banking deregulation will be beneficial to the
Las Vegas economy . However, he maintains
that a cautious, well-planned · development
philosophy is necessary to prevent a growth
rate faster than the local economy can support.
He quotes examples such as Phoenix and
Denver where "too many lenders were willing
to bring in large amounts of money. These
economies couldn ' t support the growth and
are now experiencing recessionary problems ."
When asked if he thought that Las Vegas
was recession proof, Rogers was quick to
respond, "No! " He notes that the city went
through a deep recession in the '60s and again
in the early ' 80s. "Southern Nevada ' s econ- omy is not recession proof by any means. A lot
will depend on our ability to control unbridled
growth and evaluate our available resources ."
What then, is on the horizon for PriMerit
Bank? According to Rogers, the institution is
poised to meet competition arriving on the
heels of deregulation. He said that a "concerted effort" has been made to place PriMerit
in the top tiers of the financial marketplace
overthe past two years. He points to PriMerit' s
strong presence in Arizona, particularly Phoenix . The institution is currently operating five
branches in that state with a sixth presently
under construction. During 1989, deposits in
those five branches alone grew by over $300
million. "Our financial strength in the face of
a localized real estate recession demonstrates
to Arizona residents and our depositors a high
level of confidence - that level is evident
when reviewing our positive year in that market. and in general. "
Rogers concludes, "Product knowledge.
sales training and inculcating sales and customer-oriented policies at PriMerit are a priority. The principal way we meet our competition is by providing the best possible service ar
the best possible price."
•

Investing in tlte '90s
1990. It's only a number, after all. Real trends in
investments, or anything else, rarely materialize at such
orderly intervals as the years that divide decades. So the
question of how Nevadans can make the most of their
hard-earned money in the 1990s can best be answered
by first examining the fallout from 1989.

By
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DAVID

IGHT NOW people are a little nervous about
the whole spectrum of investment opportunities," said Kenneth Miller, executive vicepresident and chief financial officer of Valley
Bank. He believes the rise of money market
fund assets to their highest level in years shows
a renewed desire for liquidity and safety.
"We 're pretty confident about the ' 90s, but the
public is nervous because of the volatility of
the stock market."
Dane Madsen, vice-president at Shearson
Lehman Hutton, admits that " it ' s hard to
compete with Southern California real estate,
or local real estate with the recent economic
boom here." But Shearson, which offers approximately 480 different investment options
to its clients, still finds stocks occupying a
prominent place in a diversified portfolio.
The first step, according to Madsen, is
knowing the investor. "The more we know, the
better recommendations we can make." Shearson 's extensive new account form requests

HOFSTEDE

information on an investor' s occupation, age,
marital status , dependents, income, net worth
and past investment experience. Despite being
bound by the same fiduciary and confidentiality guidelines as doctors and lawyers , Madsen
has found that acquiring this information is
often difficult. "We ' re not certain why," he
says. "Everything the client tells us will help
us do a better job, and yet it's still a problem."
It ' s also important, Madsen said, because
while most everyone is suitable for blue chip
stocks, bonds and COs, " if we get into more
wild and crazy things like options and commodities, there are guidelines set by the exchanges and upped by us as far as minimum
income and net worth, because the last thing
we want to do is bury these people."
For the short term investor looking for a
significant upside in 12-24 months, or the
long-term investor who plans to stay in for a
decade, there are different stocks to fulfill both
needs. "You ' re going to see more near-term
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results out of a smaller capitalized company,"
Madsen said. "There's a little more volatility,
and you have to be able to tough it out through
the bad days, but the rewards can be greater.
It 's not uncommon to see a $10 stock gain two
points in one day. You won ' tsee IBMgoup20
percent in the same period."
Among Madsen's recommendations: "Biotechnical is big. Ten years ago it was a roll of
the dice venture capital deal, as anyone who
made a ton of money on Genetics Institute will
recall. But we believe that technology in this
area is going to make it a huge industry, and a
huge opportunity for investment. "
Amgen, the company that has a patent on
red blood cell building, looks particularly
promising. "With all the concern with. AIDS
over blood transfusions, auto-transfusion is
the way that most people go now. Amgen
created a new drug that helps build red blood
cells much sooner. It seems natural that white
blood cells will be next, for people who have
infections such as AIDS."
Next, "anyone who 's got a shot at making it
in Europe. Your best bet there would be to find
quality companies that will dominate the market, but are U.S. based, so they will be traded
on our exchanges and have to play by our rules.
Johnson & Johnson is a good example."
The aging of America presents another
opportunity. "What companies are going to
provide goods and services to the baby boomers as we all get older? The number of people
retiring every day is awesome, and they ' re
living longer because of the bio-tech. It's not
inconceivable to see the life span of Americans pushed up three or four years in the next
decade," Madsen notes.
And since America itself is aging even faster
than its population, the rebuilding industry
also figures prominently. "We have an infrastructure problem in this country, and its gotten worse in the last six to eight years, when a
lot of states couldn ' t float their bond issues. I
think that's going to change - you have
bridges falling down around our ears, roads
going to pieces and public utilities being
stressed to the limit.
Municipal bonds are going to be a big issue," Madsen continues, "and we ' re looking at
companies that build sewer systems and provide building materials for that expansion."
All of these options, according to Madsen,
are accessible to the small investor. "The best
way is through a mutual fund directed at these
sorts of investments . We have one called the
12
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1990s fund, it provides the necessary diversification on a limited budget. "
It should be noted that these recommendations, as with the stock picks that were published in the February Nevada Business Journal, do not represent recommendations of the
magazine, and all financial authorities urge
investors to seek personalized advice before
making commitments. "We make recommendations on our research that says 'this is a good
idea,"' says Madsen. "It ' s not always a good
idea but that's hindsight. If every deal worked
out everybody would make money all the
time, and that's not the way the law of risk and
reward works."
For those who don ' t know a blue chip from
a corn chip, Madsen advises choosing a broker
"the way you choose your friends. Find one
who talks in a way that gives you confidence. "
Valley Bank ' s Kenneth Miller thinks bonds
are a good investment. "The yields are particularly encouraging," he said. "The long-term
outlook is that they ' re going to drop, but that
will cause an increase in the market value of
the principal, thus making a good total return ."
Miller advises clients to choose different
investments for different functions . "You
should be in cash and cash equivalents to the
extent that you need to be to meet liquidity
needs. If you need an emergency fund or wish
to puy a home, the yields on these investments
are quite good (eight percent on six month
Treasury Bills, for instance).
"If you have strictly an income need, you
don't want to have a lot in stocks, because the
dividend yields are less than three percent,
while bonds are eight-plus . Once you 've covered your liquidity and your income, you then
want wealth accumulation, or capital growth.
That's where your stocks come in. You ought
to think in terms of keeping stock through a
three- to seven-year cycle. The chances of
getting a better upside are good."
Miller, however, does not consider the new
markets in Eastern Europe to be a good income-oriented investment for small investors.
But if he had a million dollars, "a piece of it
might be invested in foreign currency. It' s a
riskier type of investment, but the probabilities
are that the pound, franc, etc. are likely to
strengthen against the dollar, because they will
capitalize on those markets more effectively
than we will. They 've been trading with them
for centuries."
Instead, "I'm a firm believer in the power of
compounding," Miller said . If you have a five-

year TCD that pays 7.7 percent, it will double
in slightly less than ten years." He also recommends doing business with "a solid banking
institution. " "You could get another percentage point by going to a savings and loan that
has liquidity and capital problems, and some
people do so because they know there ' s insurance. But while the government is today paying I 00 percent of the amount guaranteed,
there is talk that they should only pay a fraction. So the investor pays some price for moving
his money into an institution that is already
insolvent, to keep these organizations from
inflating interest rates ."
Blayne Ence, Valley Bank ' s vice president
and manager of investments, trust division,
recommends dividing the amount to be invested into thirds, and investing in six-, 12and 18-month CDs. " If interest rafes go up,
one-third of your investment matures in six
months and you can reinvest at a higher rate. If
they go down, you have the 12- and 18-month
CDs at a fixed rate. Leapfrog the maturities,
and it gives you a smooth, even rate of return."
"The best advice is to know your banker,"
adds Miller. "I know a lot of people have difficulty dealing with investment decisions.
However, if we' re doing our job training our
branch personnel, they should be able to provide sound advice. People, not machines, make
the difference."
In real estate, it is location that makes the
difference, and as locations go Las Vegas is
still pretty good. Joe Restropo, vice president
of real estate services for Mountain West, said
that local markets "have been faring pretty
well," along with Southern California, Hawaii, Seattle and Florida. "In general , though,
the more glamorous markets are slowing down,
and some of the less glamorous markets are
increasing. Cleveland, of all places has become strong, after years of being at the bottom
of the list."
Unlike other areas, however, the housing
values in Nevada are still such that the small
individual investor can eventually generate an
income withjust$10,000. " In California that ' s
almost impossible, because even small tract
houses cost hundreds of thousands." Other
options for small investors are real estate trusts
and mutual funds . "You're diversifying your
risk, and it' s a safe and reasonable way to get
started. " Restropo recommends finding a fund
comprised of properties in cities the investor is
familiar with.
While the stock market has performed bet-
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ter than real estate over the long haul, Restropo
believes that in the short term, " a well-maintained, well-located property is a safer investment. It is subject to less upturns and downswings than the market."
Mountain West works with people who
own or are thinking of owning property. They
conduct a feasibility study, which examines
the market, the absorption rate, how long it
takes to sell units, and other considerations.
Restropo has found that if a market is strong,
people feel that anything they build wi ll work
so they don ' t use a study. "Our services come
into greater demand when the market is still
healthy, but there' s so much competition that
the average developer has lost track of all the
players. Las Vegas is getting that way now,"
he said, " we've seen a definite increase in the'
need for our services here."
While Restropo sees 1990 and 1991 as "peak
years," he admits that " we can ' t sustain this
level of growth for very long." Condominiums
are still good, since there are surprisingly not
that many, relative to the total amount of
construction. "Apartments are the softest segment now, but at eight percent vacancy they're
still pretty decent. Retail, if you have an anchor
tenant you ' ll do well, otherwise I wouldn't
recommend it. The office market is holding
up, but right now the non-residential market is
industrial, which in our case is warehouses.
The vacancy rate is only five percent, so it' s
doing very well.
"In 1992 we may see some supplies exceed
demand, particularly apartment and retail,"
Restrepo predicts. "It won ' t be a major collapse, but not everyone will have a five percent
vacancy rate."
For many investors both new and experienced, the first stop is a financial advisor. Joe
Gatt, president of Financial Planning & Management Corporation, has been in the financial
planning business in Las Vegas for ·over 20
years. "Our job is to counsel our clients by
finding out what their objectives and resources
are, and setting up various investment and
insurance programs to meet their needs."
As a licensed security and insurance broker,
Gatt is able to not only advise but also handle
the execution of orders, along with ongoing
monitoring and analysis of the investor' s portfol io. "Whatever areas they want us to participate in, we can - stocks, bonds, certificates of
deposit and even real estate, mostly through
limited partnerships."
Gatt recommends choosing a financial
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advisor "the way you choose a doctor someone with the skills and licenses and the
experience. An investor should feel comfortable with who they' re dealing with. It should
be someone who wants to educate them, so the
investor understands what he 's doing.
"You wouldn ' t necessarily want an advisor
that charges a consultant 's fee," Gatt continued. "A lot of them do, but the investor is
paying a fee for services that an advisor should
render anyway. Most of the products we deal
with pay the broker commission fees. I don ' t
think it 's necessary to charge an additional fee,
particularly on small accounts."
Gatt agrees with Shearson 's Dane Madsen
that the political changes in Europe represent
some wonderful opportunities: "We ' ve recommended trading in international mutual .
funds for years - Putnam, Oppenheimer, •
Templeton - these companies have been
investing overseas for over ten years. Their
average rate of growth has been around 18
percent a year, and that 's before these things
started happening politically.
"Also, gold and precious metals are good
when there is political instability and economic changes," Gatt said. "The U.S. economy is slowing - we ' ve had a greater degree
of inflation in 1989 than in the last seven years.
Gold and metal investments seem to do well in
these periods of time."
Finally, Gatt believes Nevadans should
continue investing in Nevada. "Circus Circus
and the utility stocks are great long-term investments . Several people have called about
the new issue of MOM, which is a good idea if
you do it in perspective. Right now the only
assets in there are the airline and the Desert
Inn, and it 's going to be a long time before the
studio theme park will be built and able to start
making money. But with Kirk Kerkorian heading the project there' s a good chance it 's going
to be very successful. The man knows what
he's doing."
On a lighter investment note, Gatt has also
received calls from people across the country
about buying stock in the Mustang Ranch.
"Girls wanted it as a Christmas present for
their boyfriends. It's a cute thing, but as an
investment we' re not involved in that, nor
would we be."
O.K., no brothels. But thatstillleaves plenty
of options open for the investor looking to
make the most of the next decade. "It doesn' t
matter how much you start with," says Gat!,
"as long as you get started."
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Mining for DEPRECIATION
in Your Real Estate Portfolio
Even though tax reform has
greatly reduced tax writeoffs for many real estate
investors, opportunities still
exist to capitalize on the tax
benefits of real estate.
One of the most important
tax benefits to focus on is
DEPRECIATION.
by Jeffrey B. Johnson

efore the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
depreciation deductions were a key
tax incentive for investors in real
estate. However, the act substantially increased the length of time
to depreciate residential real estate and commercial real estate, while reducing their tax
benefits. It also eliminated accelerated methods of depreciating real estate. As a result, U.S .
taxpayers with real estate holdings are burdened with longer depreciation lives (27 .5
years for residential and 31.5 years for commercial real estate) and slower methods of depreciation.
This tax legislation continues to have a
significant impact. Even corporate entities,
which typically were operationally driven, may
have substantial real estate portfolios, including: manufacturing plants, distribution centers, administrative and office facilities. And
even though some industries (such as utilities,
defense contractors and banks) have minimized their real estate holdings - given their
return on investment goals and corporate strategies - corporate America, as well as individual investors, are still well endowed and active
in the depreciable real estate game.
Current tax legislation materially reduces
depreciation deductions for new real estate
acquisitions. As a result, taxpayers must look
for ways to counteract the negative impact of
the legislation. One way is to identify and
segregate components of real estate.

B

Mining for Gems
Such an analysis might be compared to
mining for precious gems. It can be quite
challenging to identify an item of real estate
that is eligible for a shorter depreciation life
and/or a quicker depreciation method. Doing
so is like finding a valuable diamond. Thus,
there may be greater rewards in your real estate
acquisition than expected - such gems certainly are worth the exploration.
Most real estate properties typically consist
of land, bricks and concrete. But, there are
other factors to consider - particularly land
improvements and personal property. Both
these latter components qualify for shorter
recovery periods. For example, the recovery
period for land improvements is 15 years, and
for most personal property, seven years.
Land improvements can include shrubbery,
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landscaping, bridges, drainage facilities,
fences, roads and sidewalks. These may be
recovered over a 15-year period using an accelerated method of depreciation that enables
a taxpayer to realize more than double his or
her real estate depreciation in the early years.
This means current tax savings to taxpayers
that identify and segregate their real estate
holdings. Plus, personal property can be depreciated substantially - more than two times
-faster than land improvements.
However, maximizing depreciation is easier said than done. This concept is relatively
simple, but may be difficult to implement. It
involves segregating the cost eligible for land
improvement and personal property treatment.
Such an analysis requires determining the cost
of each depreciation. In major projects this can
become quite complex and will require allocations of costs. Architect's fees are just one of
the substantial costs that should not be capitalized directly into a building without an allocation to other, more favorable items.
However, while the cost accounting process
may be difficult, the tax benefits can be highly
rewarding. The present value tax benefit can
be significant when personal property is identified and depreciated on a more favorable
acceleration method over seven years. The
normal approach- accomplished by including personal property in the commercial real
estate on the straight-line method over 31.5
years - is far less rewarding.
Examples of personal property that may
apply to real estate include: process systems
(compressed air, vacuum system, ventilation/
exhaust), carpeting, cabinets, counters and
shelves, removable ceiling treatment, removable parking bumpers, kitchen systems (such
as equipment electrical, equipment pipe, fixtures, exhaust systems), relocatable partitions,
and truck door receiving equipment. A list of
personal property would include all property
contained in or attached to a building other
than its structural components and could be as
lengthy as your's and your tax practitioner' s
imagination.

Costs of Depreciable and
Non-Depreciable Land
Fundamental to maximizing depreciation
deductions is the allocation of acquisition costs
to depreciable items sut:h as the buildings,

AM970
land improvements and personal property as
opposed to non-depreciable land. This allocation between depreciable and non-depreciable
property can be difficult when both are acquired in a lump sum transaction. In such
instances, the total cost must be allocated on
the basis of each item ' s value. That is, respective values of the land, and land improvements
must be separated.
When all else fails (or if you are looking for
even more tax savings) you can realize tax
savings by taking depreciation deductions on
non-deprec iable land.
There is a general rule which says that since
land does not have a determinable useful life,
it normally is not subject to depreciation. However, there are many instances where taxpayers acquire an estate in land over the course of
several years. This is known as a wasting asset.
If the wasting asset is put to business use, depreciation may be allowable based upon the
lirnited life of a corporation 's rights to occupy
the property. While many other economic and
business considerations exist, a land lease
versus a direct fee simple purchase (where
feasible) may make sense. Rent payments are
generally deductible, and are essentially the
equivalent to the depreciated land.

"EVERYTHING WE
TOUCH TURNS
TO GOLD."

"SWAT"
BUG KILLERS INC.

More Rulebooks
The Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) is
another wrinkle to the tax question, and must
be taken into consideration in any tax planning
effort. However, there are so many details to
be covered that the subject would require
writing an entirely new article.
The important point to keep in mind is that
tax planning for real estate depreciation is no
longer a simple task. But while many of the tax
savings "gems" have been taken away, there
also are a number of important ones that remain, just waiting to be mined.
It is up to corporate and individual tax
"prospectors" to make themselves active, intelligent participants in the tax planning proc•
ess. Happy mining!
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His Goal is
"30 by 30"
Yung builder, developer and entrepreneur, Stephen J. Cloobeck, at
the age of 28, is driven by his ever
present goal: to own 30 shopping
centers by age 30.
Cloobeck is the epitome of a
young Orange County entrepreneur.
He is president and partner of
Commercial Center Development,
a full-servicecommercial real estate
development and asset management
company in Newport Beach, California ; a certified real estate broker;
and the prime negotiator for millions of dollars worth of real estate
transactions and acquisitions.
Cloobeck ' s ambitions did not
always lie in the development field.
As a matter of fact, he originally started out
pursuing an education in medicine. While attending Brandeis University in Massachusetts,
Cloobeck began to realize that his interests and
skills centered around business, not medicine.
He found that he was a real problem solver.
" College friends would often come to me
with differences of opinion and I would negotiate a solution that would satisfy everyone,"
Cloobeck said. "That' s when I decided that
persuasion or sales was my forte ." After receiving his degree and writing a skillful thesis
on the biochemical and behavioral aspects of
the brain as it is affected by Alzheimer's disease, he began to shift his emphasis to courses
in real estate brokerage, business law and
property management at UCLA.
During this time, his father greatly influenced the direction of his career. Cloobeck
fondly remembers: " My father told me, ' You
don ' t become wealthy by selling real estate,
you earn your income by weathering the ups
and downs of the industry."' Another simple
rule his father imparted upon him was "own
everything you build" and Cloobeck strictly
adheres to this rule.
His ambitious climb to the presidency of
Commercial Center Development began when
he moved to Orange County, California, and
began working at Independent Development
Company, Inc. , in Newport Beach, where he
rapidly became well versed in all aspects of
real estate development.
22
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Fulfilling a long term goal, in February of
1987, Cloobeck, along with co-partners Mark
A. Stoner and Philippe A. Stoner, formulated
Commercial Center Development, specializing in land development, site acquisition, leasing, financing, construction coordination and
asset management. As president, Cloobeck is
involved in site acquisition, planning, construciion, leasing and property management.
In June of 1987, at a ripe old age of 25,
Cloobeck became a partner and vice president
of Commercial Brokers, Inc., thus gaining an
even stronger foothold in his climb to achieve
his goal of "30 by 30". Because of increasing
demands from the development company,
Cloobeck sold his interest in Commercial
Brokers in November of 1989.
But what makes Cloobeck an authority on
evada? Plenty. As a member of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, and as
a result of his political support of Senator
Harry Reid and Senator Richard Bryan, he has
the opportunity of being apprised of the "happenings" of Las Vegas.
According to Cloobeck, there is a rise in the
gaming industry and it can be attributed to two
major factors. One, the fairly recent legalization of gambling in Atlantic City and secondly, the phenomenon that the American
population is growing older and their recreation time is greater.
Some are finding this an opportune time to
refurbish or build new hotels. Cloobeck sug-

gests waiting until the hotel rooms
currently under construction come
on line. "As a developer, I am curious to see if Las Vegas needs all
these hotel rooms. If so, two opportunities will arise: one, demand for
more hotel rooms will facilitate the
development of additional resorts;
and two, as a result, it will be necessary to provide the growing numbers of hotel employees with housing and shopping centers."
Looking toward the '90s, shopping center growth has potential in
the far northwest, in Henderson and
on the Sahara corridor, which will
eventually become the "new center
of town", according to Cloobeck.
"Las Vegas is currently strong,
but there are importai]t factors to
pay attention to," Cloobeck warns.
"You can ' t expect to build a center
without anchor tenants and pre-leasing, and assume you will be successful. Anchors are a must! We have
found that unanchored centers consistently show a high vacancy rate."
Cloobeck's time is not always spent working. He realizes the importance of giving back
to an industry that has been so instrumental in
furthering his career. His involvements include membership in the International Council of Shopping Centers, Southern California
Property Owners Association, Commercial Industrial Developers Association, National Corporation of Real Estate Executives and a
founder of International Realty Resources, an
alliance of independent commercial brokerage firms located in major cities across the
United States and Canada.
Other activities include fund-raising for
Camp Alomin. As a member of this committee, Cloobeck helps raise money to send underprivileged children to camp in Brandeis, California. He is also involved with fund-raising
for his alma mater, and is a regular contributor
to the Los Angeles Mission. Recently, he was
selected to represent the Orange County Chapter of the March of Dimes in their annual
"Bachelor Bid".
To young entrepreneurs, Cloobeck advises,
"If someone says you are too young, don't
believe them." He is living proof of that advice. As for 30 by 30? Commercial Center
Development has developed nine shopping
centers thus far and have four additional projects in theplann.ingstages . According to simple
arithmetic, and if all goes as well as it has in the
past, Cloobeck should arrive at his goal line
shortly before the stroke of midnight.
•
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Silentcom:
Secret
Weapon
of the
Business
Elite

Examples of Silentcom' s
Secreterial Unit (above)
and Executive Unit (left).

by Kathleen Foley

A

pollster tabulating opinions on Motherhood and Apple Pie would be hard pressed to
get unanimous approval from all the Clark
County Commissioners, the governor of
Nevada, the entire Las Vegas City Council, the
Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce and a majority of the movers and shakers in the Southem Nevada resort industry.
However, there is one subject on which all
these individuals agree, and that is the value of
the Silentcom Electronic Message System.
Over 1,300 of these units have been installed
in some of the most prestigious boardrooms
and offices throughout Nevada. Silentcoms
are becoming increasingly popular with attorneys, as well as most federal judges in Las
Vegas and Reno, who have a unit on the bench
so they can remain in contact with their clerks
during lengthy trials. Yet this product might be
called the "secret weapon" of the business
elite, since it is still relatively unknown to the
general public.
The list of Silentcom clients reads like a
"Who's Who" in Nevada business and politics. Resort executives who use the Silentcom
System in their offices include Bill Bennett of
Circus Circus in Las Vegas and Laughlin, Bob
Maxey at the new Rio, Bobby Baldwin at the
Mirage, Dennis Gomes at the Golden Nugget,
Frank Fertitta at Palace Station and Michael
Gaughan of the Barbary Coast and Gold Coast.
Frank Schreck, a leading gaming attorney, has
30 Silentcom stations, including one in each of
his two law libraries. The Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority has the system set
up in its executive offices. Sig Rogich ofR&R
Advertising and Jim Joyce of Joyce Advertis-

ing, Inc. both utilize the Silentcom Network.
Stewart Moyes, owner of Cal-Com Systems, which distributes Silentcom, points out
that communications is a major problem in
many offices, and the larger the office, the
larger the problem can become. Cal-Com
Systems has become the nation 's leading
Silentcom dealer by showing Nevada executives and public officials how they can increase their efficiency by speeding and organizing inter-office communications.
Perhaps the reason the system has been so
successful with the leading executives of the
state is that they must spend so much of their
valuable time in meetings, in conferences or
on the telephone. Even the most sophisticated
office communications systems offer the busy
executive only two choices: hold all calls while
in conference and risk missing an important
message, or have the meeting disrupted by a
steady stream of incoming messages, whether
important or not. Perhaps the only thing more
annoying than being constantly interrupted,
says Moyes, is to miss an important call or
piece of information because you were not
interrupted when you should have been.
The Silentcom Network is simple and userfriendly. No complicated codes or instructions
are necessary: anyone who can type with one
finger can master the system in a few minutes.
It consists of small desktop units which can
communicate silently with one another by
keyboard. Secretarial units can send messages
up to 64 characters in length from a standard
keyboard, and executive models have simple
command keys: Hold, Take a Message, Send
In, Make Appointment, Yes, No, Please Come

In. A Silentcom Network con ists of up to 30
numbered units with any combination of executive and secretarial units which can all
communicate with one another. There is also
an optional Mailbox unit which can store and
retrieve up to 750 messages, thus eliminating
the need for 750 of the pink message slips
currently littering desktops across the nation.
Stewart Moyes offers the following scenes
as examples of how the system can be used: an
executive is in a meeting with a prospective
buyer for his property. Across the display of
his Silentcom executive unit he reads, "Mr. X
is on the phone offering you a million dollars
more." He presses one button in reply and
concludes his meeting with the prospective
buyer, who has no idea what silently transpired. Example two: a sales executive is discussing a large contract with a prospective
client; she sends a silent message on her secretarial unit to the credit department, requesting
a credit check on the client. A few minutes
later, having silently received the information
she requested, she can confidently close the
deal. Example three: a judge is in the middle of
a lengthy trial; he transmits a message to his
office asking the clerk to research a precedent
or to bring in a relevant document. The trial
flows smoothly along, with no interruptions.
Now that the Silentcom Electronic Message
System is appearing in some of the most highly
visible offices in the state, it seems unlikely
that the elite of Nevada business will be able to
keep it a secret much longer. Once the average
businessman realizes that he can own the same
communications system, the business elite will
have to search for a new secret weapon. •
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SPEAKING FOR NEVADA

Beginning this month,

Nevada Business Journal
presents Speaking for Nevada,
a new monthly column that
will spotlight editorials written
by our state's most prominent
leaders. Each month, a different
guest columnist will write on an
issue that is important to them,

community. To inaugurate

Banking in
Nevada

Speaking for Nevada, Governor

by. Governor Bob Miller

and to the Nevada business

Bob Miller has written on the
state's banking industry.
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Economic forecasters are banking on
Nevada in the 1990s. Nevada' s population
growth and economic expansion have
helped make banking a thriving industry
in our state.
Nevada banks rank first nationally in
assets and loan growth and second in profitability. Banks in the Silver State have an
average capital position of more than nine
percent, significantly above required minimum levels.
Other factors have had an impact on
the banking industry in Nevada. Recent
changes in the state 's banking law have
enabled the creation of new banks and the
acquisition of existing institutions by
bank holding companies located in other
states. As a result, CitiCorp established a
new bank in Las Vegas, creating hundreds
of new jobs and investing millions in
facilities and equipment.

Three existing Nevada banks - Nevada
State Bank, with $270 million in assets,
Nevada National Bank, with $740 million
in assets and Nevada First Bank, with
$200 million in assets - have been acquired
by Zion 's Bancorporation (Utah), Security
Pacific Bancorporation (California) and
Bank of America, respectively.
Another result of Nevada 's favorable
banking environment during the last five
years has been the creation of new, locallyowned, "community" banks in Laughlin,
Fallon and Reno with another presently in
organization in Las Vegas.
As evidenced by their strong loan growth,
Nevada banks have been providing a variety
of credit for commercial and consumer
purposes. In addition to the number of new
loans benefiting consumers, increased
competition has resulted in the availability
of home equity loans at no out-of-pocket
expense to consumers.
The new interstate entrants to the Nevada
market have also facilitated the addition of
new products and services offered in other
states, such as California, including an expansion of checking accounts available.
Perhaps more important than the
increased lending and variety of products
has been the recent enhancements of service:
extended operating hours on weekdays and
Saturdays; creation of new branches;
branches located in supermarkets; and
increases in "free-standing" automatic
teller machines .
While the future of banking in Nevada
appears bright, banks and other depository
institutions have a unique opportunity to
form a partnership with state and local
governments to better address the credit
needs of Nevada citizens . Participation in
Nevada's low income housing bond
program, Industrial Development Bond
program, or new programs, such as the
creation of Community Development Corporations and Economic Revitalization
Corporations, will also help ensure that all
Nevada citizens have access to credit and
other banking needs .
Nevada' s outstanding business climate
has led to an influx of new businesses that
are creating jobs and helping to bolster the
economy. The banking industry is playing a
key role in that development. With continued cooperation among members of the
public and private sectors, we can continue
to meet the challenges of the coming years .•

Don't Write Them Off
Unpaid debts are a sad fact of life in
almost every type of business. But according
to attorney Edward Blalock, many of these
too many -

debts -

remain uncollected,

often because the company classifies
the debt as a lost cause.
BY

DAVID

HOFSTEDE
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Blalock believes this is a mistake. "Whether
you run a large credit union with 50 bad debt
accounts per month or you ' re a sole proprietor
writi ng off one bad debt every six months, it is
important to take the necessary steps to collect
these accounts."
Bad debt accounts generally exist for one of
two reasons, the most common being when the
debtor knows he owes the money, but cannot
pay when the bill arrives. However, these
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cases are almost always collectible. In some
cases the debtor will declare bankruptcy or
"skip". These cases, says Blalock, account for
the majority of all accounts which are uncollectible by an attorney . The remaining cases
are comprised of debtors who dispute the
amount owed, perhaps believing the product
was defective or the service rendered was inadequate.
Many of these situations can be handled or
avoided without the aid of an attorney, says
Blalock. The key is being prepared. "In the
first instance, the best way to prevent skips is
to get as much information as possi ble on your
customer when the account is established,"
Blalock advises. "Whenever applicable, get
both business and home addresses , phone

numbers, bank accounts, vehicles, boats and
real property owned, personal and business
references and the individual's drivers license,
including social security number and date of
birth." Blalock also stressed the importance of
occasionally updating this data.
To obtain bank account information, call
the bank and tell them you would like a rating
on an account and tell them the account number. The bank will give you a date when the
account was opened and the average balance
carried in the account. The bank will also give
you an approximate balance by informing you
of the number of digits and whether it is high,
medium or low. Thus, a "medium five" would
between $40,000 and $60,000.
"Confirming assets will not only help in locating the debtor later, but also allows you to
establish guidelines for extending credit to a
debtor who may be a likely--candidate for
bankruptcy," Blalock said.
The importance of collecting such background information on accounts cannot be understated, particularly in a comparatively
transient state such as Nevada. " In a $40,000 case I am
currently handling, a large
trucking company leased
trucks and equipment to a

•

Michael E. Meagher

"You also want to make
sure the firm will take all
steps necessary to collect
the account after recei ving a judgment," he said.
"Many firms will litigate a
5280,000
5280,000
Gross Sales
case to judgment, but if
the debtor refuses to pay,
140,000
140,000
Cost of Goods Sold
they will not take the action necessary to force
140,000
Net Sales
140,000
payment.
"You need an attorney
80,000
80,000
Overhead
you can have personal contact with; one who will respond to your calls in a
$60,000
Net Profit
60,000
timely fashion , take a personal interest in your case
10,000
Write Off Bad Debt
and furnish your company
with status reports on a
Adjusted Net Profit
$50,000
regular basis," he continued. " While the judicial
process does not proceed
as quickly as any of us
This simplied example demonstrates the dramatic effect that bad debt
would like, you do want to
write-offs can take on a firm's net profits. Note that although the bad
be informed of any impordebt of $10,000 represents only 3.5 percent of gross sales, failing to
tant developments as soon
uc:>lU'"""obtain a.. igned,
as possible."
pe~nal guarantee·· from
collect
that
amount
exacts
a
17
percent
toll
on
Company
A's
net
profit.
At some law offices,
someone ~ ithin the coraccording to Blalock, colporation_ ·'While many
lections cases are routinely
people won ' t think twice
" worked through a paper
about bankrupting a cormill. You want your cases to be handled on an
poration they will usually avoid filing perindividual basis, because each one is different.
anal bankruptcy and ruining their own credit
Some need to be handled very diplomatically,
as a result. It might not be possible to obtain a
while others need aggressive legal action."
personal guarantee from a corporate officer
Diplomacy is especially important when
when dealing with a large national corporadealing with a long-time customer. Blalock,
tion, but it is also less likely in this instance that
however, believes such accounts can be coluch a document wi ll be needed."
lected while the company continues to do busiAnd when dealing with franchises, Blalock
ness with the customer, preferably on a COD
cautions, " It 's important to remember that
basis. "If it is a long-time customer, then they
your contract is generall y with the franchisee,
not the franchiser. "
probably prefer your product or service, and if
they are having difficulty meeting their bills
When the customer disputes the amount
they probably cannot get credit elsewhere.
owed, a business should "document everyStill, the last thing you want to do is keep
thing that occurs, as soon as it becomes aware
extending credit and have the situation tum
of the controversy . Write down brief descripinto one of those uncollectible accounts where
tions of all conversations with the customer
afterwards everybody wonders how the debt
along with the date and a list of the people
got so large or lasted so long."
involved. Also, fo llow up with a letter conOften it doesn't occur to businesses to use
fi rming your understanding of the conversaattorneys for their collection cases. "People
tion and keep a copy of the letter. All of this can
only think to retain them if the amount owed is
be very useful if collection and a lawsuit later
sizable or contested," Blalock said. However,
easier to facilitate a payment plan that will not
become necessary," Blalock said.
there are a few law firms set up to handle colforce him into this drastic step. This in tum
If legal action is indeed required, Blalock
allows you to collect the full amount owed."
lection cases in general.
recommends contacting an attorney between
As with most professions today, the legal
"Most collection attorneys charge a contin90 and 120 days after the account is due. "The
gency fee or commission with the exact rate
field is becoming more and more specialized.
sooner the account is turned over, the higher
varying depending on the amount and nature
For this reason, Blalock recommends investithe probability of locating and collecting from
of the claim. One of the advantages of a collecgating only those law firms that handle collecthe debtor. And, if the debtor is a candidate for
tion attorney who works on a contingency
and is seriously considering bankruptcy, it is
tion cases on a frequent and ongoing basis.

trucking business and the
only address they listed
with our client was at a
local mail box center,"
said Blalock. "There are
numerous mail box businesses in town, many of
which are rented by un scrupulous individuals."
Blalock also warns
against "believing that
you are safe merely because you ' re conducting
work at the customer' s
house or business. Unless you are protected by
a lien, ifthecustomersells
and kips, you may be
left with nothing but a
name 10 rrace them ith.'

COMPANY A

COMPANY B

11

Each case
is different; some
need to be handled
very diplomatically,
while others need
aggressive
legal action.''
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11

Adebtor is far
more likely to respond
to a demand letter or
telephone call from
an attorney than
a creditor. 11
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Blalock' s assistant Sharron Simmons, a paralegal for over 16 years , has spent the past
seven years specializing in collection law.

basis is that the only costs to the client are the
out-of-pocket court costs expended. The client
does not pay the attorney any fees unless he
collects the account," Blalock said.
Blalock also believes you will also get better success with a law firm . "A debtor is far
more likely to respond to a demand letter or
telephone call from an attorney, rather than its
creditor. If money is owed to you, chances are
the debtor owes others and has already been
contacted by them demanding payment. The
idea of having to deal with lawyers, judges and
the court system compels the debtor to take the
situation more seriously. The debtor is also
faced with the possibility of having to spend
more money to defend an action, which makes
a settlement more likely.
"Thus, attorneys produce greater results in

collecting your cases," comments Blalock.
There is, however, a question of how large
the account has to be before an attorney ·
handle the case. "Our law firm will gene
handle any claim over $1,500," Blalock sai
"I will also handle all of a client's cases if _
place accounts for collection on an ongo· _
basis and approximately 75 percent of those
cases are over $1,000.
"In. some cases," Blalock continues,
work closely with collection agencies to
us in skip tracing and locating the assets
debtors. "
Bad debt accounts can have a startling e
on any business 's profitability. Accordin_
Edward Blalock, most of these potential
!ems can and should be controlled before
get out of hand.
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FINANCE

by Jay Goldinger

Recently, a number of questions
have crossed my desk regarding
Series EE U.S. Savings Bonds
-what they are, how to purchase them, who should buy
them. I consulted the office of
Tom Madara, district director
(A rizona, Southern California
and Southern Nevada) of the
U.S. Savings Bond Division, Department of the Treasury for the
most up-to-date information.
They have just published a
brochure, The Savings Bonds
Question and Answer Book,
that walks you - the individual
investor- through the most
commonly asked and some of
the more obscure questions
about this increasingly popular
investment. Here is a sampling
of those questions.

The Series EE Savings Bond
Roundup
Q. What are Series EE Savings Bonds?
A. These bonds are essentially a contract
showing that the purchaser has loaned money
to the U.S. Government which promises to
repay it with accrued interest at redemption.

Q. How much does it cost to buy a Series EE
Savings Bond and where can I buy them ?
A. Series EE Bonds are available in face
val ue denominations of$50, $75, $100,$200,
$500, $1,000 $5,000 and $10,000. Purchase
price is one-half of the face value, and you can
buy them over-the-counter or through the mail
from most commercial banks and savings
institutions as well as through the payroll
savings plans offered by many employers.
Investors can also buy bonds directly from the
Federal Reserve or the Bureau of the Public
Debt in Parkersburg, West Virginia. There are
no fees or commissions involved in purchasing savings bonds from any of these sources.

Q. Besides purchasing savings bonds for
myself, can I buy them as gifts ? Ho w are they
registered?
A. Series EE Bonds can be registered to an
individual , to co-owners and to one owner and
beneficiary. You can also purchase a bond as
a gift - either for a minor with no social
security number or for someone whose number you don't know. You provide the issuing
bank with your social security number, and the
bond is marked " gift."

Q. Is there a limit on how many bonds an
individual can purchase ?
A The annual purchase limitation is $15,000
issue price ($30,000 face value) per person.

Q. What happens if my savings bond is lost

for any registered securities. You should keep
a record of the issue dates and serial numbers
of any bonds you hold, and you will want to
send that information along with details of the
loss or theft to the Bureau of the Public Debt in
Parkersburg, West Virginia. Special forms are
available from your bank or the Federal Reserve to assist in the replacement process.
There is no charge for reissuing these bonds .

Q. How much interest do Series EE Savings
Bonds pay?
A. Series EE Bonds issued on or after November I , 1982 (and held at least five years)
earn interest at a variable market-based rate or
a minimum rate, whichever is more. This market-based rate equals 85 percent of the average
yield on five-year treasury securities and is
announced twice a year - on May I and
November 1. Currently, the semiannual market-based interest rate for Series EE Bonds
issued between November 1, 1989 and April
30, 1990 is 6 .98 percent while the current
minimum rate for bonds held five years or
longer is six percent. This is part of what makes
savings bonds such a solid, conservative investment- there is a fixed floor on the interest
you will receive but no ceiling. If interest rates
rise, savings bonds pay more; you can' t lose.

Q. How long after the purchase date does it
take Series EE Bonds to reach face value?
A. An EE Bond reaches face value no later
than the end of the term at which it was issued;
since 1986, this has been 12 years. The term is
based on the minimum rate in effect when the
bond is issued, but if the market-based rate
applying to the bond is higher than the minimum, face value is attained sooner.

Q. How long must I hold a bond before I can
redeem it? Where can I cash it in?

or stolen ?
A. Complete ownership records are maintained by the Treasury Department as they are

A. You must hold your bond at least six
months from the issue date before cashing it in.
Series EE Bonds can be redeemed at most
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financial institutions, the Federal Reserve
Bank or its branches, or by the Bureau of the
Public Debt.

Q. Is there a tax break fo r savings bonds
owners?
A. Series EE Bonds are exempt from state or
local income taxes although you are still subject to federal income, gift and estate taxes as
well as state inheritance or estate taxes. It is a
matter of personal preference, dependent on
your tax situation, if you declare that interest
annually or wait until the bonds are redeemed .

Q. I want to use savings bonds to build
college funds for my child. Do you recommend
·this, and how do I make sure to reap the
greatest tax advantages ?
A. Before the Tax Reform Act of 1986, I
used to recommend that a child 's education be

funded through the purchase of zero coupon
government bonds. Today, however, the tax
benefi ts of those securities are no longer as attractive. While a chi ld is under the age of 14 ,
the annual growth in val ue of those bonds (although it does not flow to the owner until
maturity) is taxed at the parents ' marginal tax
rate. Once the chil d has attained age 14, income is taxed at his or her own individual rate,
wh ich in most cases is the lowest bracket. For
this reason, purchasi ng Series EE Bonds and
electing to declare the income at maturity often after the child is 14 - saves on taxes.
Bonds purchased for the purpose of setting
aside tax-advantaged dollars for a child 's
education should be registered in the chi ld ' s
name alone or with a parent as beneficiary .

Q . Where can I get more information about
savings bonds?
A. Contact your local bank or sav ings insti-

tution or the nearest Federal Reserve Bank or
branch about where to buy or redeem bonds.
Legal or technical questions, information on
lost, stolen or destroyed bonds should be
addressed to the Bond Consultant Branch,
Bureau ofthe Public Debt, Parkersburg, West
Virginia 26106. Call 1-800-US-BONDS fo r
current market-based rate information.
•

Jay Goldinger is an investment counselor
with Capita/ Insight in Beverly Hills, California, specializing in bonds, money market instruments, and U.S. and international investments. He also pens the weekly Moneywatch
column in the Las Vegas Review Journal.
Write to Jay with your questions at P.O. Box
4092 , Beverly Hills, CA 90213 -4092. Include
your address and phone number with your
question . You will receive a personal reply
and a published response in an upcoming
edition of the Nevada Business Journal.
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TALK

by Ka thryn D. Haisan

ADA Takes Stand on Very Low Calorie Diets
ow calorie living, reducing the risk of
coronary disease by reducing fat intake,
nutrition counseling and the National
Health Objectives for the year 2000 were
among the many issues discussed at the ?2nd
Annual Meeting of the American Dietetic Association (ADA) in Kansas City. The ADA is the nation 's largest group of nutritional professionals
consisting of 57,000 members. They are dedicated to promoting optimal health and nutrition.
According to the ADA, the current very low
calorie diets (VLCD 's, often referred to as protein sparing modified fasts) are safe when
properly administered in an appropriate clinical
or outpatient setting ." The ADA's statement,
appearing in the July 1989 issue of The Journal
of the American Dietetic Association, supports
the use of programs such as the Optifast program for the at-risk obese.
The ADA stresses the importance of carefully
selecting program participants, who must be at
least 30 percent more than normal body
weight, and highlights the need to limit the fast
to a pre-determined time. The Optifast program , developed by Sandoz Nutrition, follows

L

these recommendations and has developed
rigerous admission criteria. A physician performs a full examination to determine whether
the individual qualifies, and the individual undergoes a psychological evaluation . The Optifast program is a comprehensive medical
weight management regime combining a medically-supervised supplemented fast, behavior
modification, nutrition education and exercise.
It meets all of the guidelines outlined by the
ADA, and has been successful for hundreds of
thousands of patients for over ten years.
The ADA also points out the importance of a
multidisciplinary approach to promotesuccess
on a very low calorie diet. Optifast teaches
patients to deal with the stress of weight loss;
the nutritional value of food ; how to shop for
and prepare food ; and the benefits of increased
activity levels. Group sessions contribute significantly to the patient's long-term success.
The ADA emphasizes that many health benefits resu lt when the at-risk obese realize rapid
weight loss on a very low calo rie diet. An
alarming number of health risks are associated
with obesity, including diabetes, hypertension,
ADVERTORIAL
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high cholesterol, arthritis, increased risk of
heart attack, and a host of other physical and
emotional problems. Patients on the Optifast
diet show decreased blood pressure and cholesterol, and control of diabetes as well as improved breathing in those with lung disorders.
The ADA suggests that potential dieters
carefully evaluate the program and personnel
before embarking on a supplemented fasting
program . The Optifast program is offered only
through hospitals and medical centers. The
only location in the state of Nevada that currently offers the Optifast program is Community Hospital in the Las Vegas area.
There are free, monthly, no obligation , informational Orientations at Community Hospital.
Call Cyndy Gates, Program Coordinator, at
702-642-0275 for information and/or Orientation reservations.
Kathryn Haisan is currently the marketing director at Community Hospital in North Las
Vegas. She has ten years marketing and administrative experience in healthcare.
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TIPS

by Richard Chulick

1990 Tax Planning
Don't Wait Until December!

W

ith 1989 behind us, you have
probably just finished gathering
data for the preparation of your
1989 income tax returns. It is also
the best time to begin tax planning for the new year. In addition to starting
early, proper tax planning should cover a time
horizon in excess of one year. Tax projections
that span over two or more years will help
fac ilitate the identification of yearly marginal
tax brackets and aid in the effective timing of
income and deductions .
Withholding and Estimated Tax Payments
One of the first steps to effective tax planning is establishing the appropriate level of
income tax payments. Adjusting your withholding and/or estimated payments in the
early part of the tax year can avoid the need for
additional tax payments at the end of the year,
or potential exposure to underpayment penalties. Conversely, proper payments during the
course of the year can prevent overpayments.
In order to avoid 1990 federal underpayment
penalties, 100 percent of your 1989 tax liability or 90 percent of your 1990 liability must be
paid by January 15, 1991.
Tax Planning in 1990
Once you have developed your initial tax
projection, you can begin to consider adjustments that may help to minimize your tax
liability. The following planning techniques
should be considered:
1) Re-evaluate contribution levels to qualified retirement plans. Employer sponsored
defined contribution plans (i.e. 401(K) plans,
savings plans, stock purchase plans, etc.) are
generally one of the best vehicles to accumulate retirement resources. While the earnings
on retirement plan assets grow tax-deferred,
pre-tax contributions permit the deferral of
current income taxes, often until after retirement. During open enrollment period at the
beginning of each year, you should review
your contribution elections and consider increasing pre-tax contributions to the maxi-

mum amount permitted (up to approximately
$8,000 for 40 I (K) plans in 1990, depending
upon your compensation).
2)Establish KEOGH plans for net selfemployment income. Taxpayers with net selfemployment income should consider establishing a KEOGH plan to provide additional
tax-deferred retirement income. Contributions are limited to 13.043 percent of net
income for profit-sharing plans and 20 percent
of net income for money purchase plans. If
your KEOGH is set up as a defined benefit
plan, contributions must be made on quarterly
basis, with the first installment due on April
15. Consult your tax advisor before establishing a KEOGH plan in order to avoid any
unforeseen complications.
3) Consider early contributions to JRAs.
Some taxpayers can defer a portion of their
1990 income tax through pre-tax contributions to IRAs. Whether you make pre-tax or
after-tax contributions to an IRA, you should
consider making such contributions at the
beginning of the year in order to maximize the
tax-deferred earnings from assets contributed.
Also, there are several proposals in the House
and Senate to increase the deductible limit for
IRA contributions this year.
4) Plan ahead for the sale of capital assets.
The decision to sell capital assets should be
based upon the economic features of the assets
in conjunction with your investment goals.
However, the tax aspects must also be considered. January is a good time to review your
plans for possible sales of capital assets during
the year. Remember that only $3,000 of net
capital losses can be deducted in the current
year and net loss carry-forwards can be used to
offset future gains. At the current time, net
capital gains are taxed at your regular tax rate.
However, a new capital gains law may be
presented for debate in Congress this year.
5) Review investment decisions as to taxable vs . tax-free assets. The decision of
whether to invest in taxable or tax-free cash

and fixed-income vehicles often rests with the
after-tax yield that alternative investments can
generate. For example, assume that you must
choose between a tax-free money market fund
that yields 5.5 percent and a taxable fund that
yields eight percent. In this scenario, if your
1990 federal marginal tax bracket is 35 percent, the taxable fund will yield 5.2 percent.
Alternatively, a marginal bracket of30 percent
would produce an after-tax taxable fund yield
of5.6 percent. Generally, tax-free investments
are most attractive for those in higher brackets.
6) Maximize interest expense deductions
through planning. In 1990, only ten percent of
personal interest expense is deductible. Investment interest expense will be deductible in
1990 to the extent that you earn investment
income (subject to "TRA" 86 phase-in rule).
Planning early in the year can assure maximum deductibility of such expenses. Repayment of personal interest at the beginning of
the year is often the best solution. Also, early
refinancing of non-deductible personal and investment interest through a home equity loan
(of up to $1 00,000) may be an alternative.
7) Consider the alternative minimum tax in
all planning. The appropriate tax planning
strategies under the regular tax computation
method may be reversed if you are subject to
the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT). In order to avoid exposure to AMT in a particular
year, your tax projections should include dual
tax calculations for regular and the AMT.
While a sound game plan established at the
beginning of the year can provide good economic results, this plan should be modified as
your financial circumstances change and the
investment and tax climate evolves.
These are just some thoughts to consider.
Your tax or fmancial advisor can provide more
detailed information and should be consulted
before any action is taken.
•

Richard Chulick is a tax partner with the firm
Deloitte & Touche.
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Nevada
Banking
News
Citbank opens unique
retail branch
Citibank (Nevada), N.A., a subsidiary of
Citicorp, the country's largest financial services institution, has opened its fourth branch in
Las Vegas. The branch, which featu res some
of the most unique advancements in retail
banking in Nevada, is located on the comer of
Jones and Flamingo and opened for business
in mid February .
"We are very excited about this opening
since the branch will be the prototype for new
Citibank branches throughout the country,"
said Russ Haycock, executive vice president

of Citibank (Nevada). "Every aspect of the
branch's design is geared toward providing a
user-friendly and convenient environment for
the customer.
"We brought in experts in reta il design, who
formerl y worked for some of the country's
biggest department store chains. Through the
use of signage, proper lighting and color
schemes, and attention to detail, they have
trul y given the bank the feel of a retail store."
Haycock said the branch also has the latest
technological advancements in retail banking
service. For example, outside the branch are
drive-up, 24-hour automatic teller machines
(A TMs) with full-color touch screens that can
be adj usted up and down by the customer to
conveniently service vehicles ranging from a
little convertible sports car to a four-wheel
drive pick-up.
Located in the bank's vestibule wi ll be the
Citicard banking center, which inc! udes two of
the most advanced ATMs in the country.
These ATMs, one of which is built lower to the
ground to accommodate the handicapped,
welcome customers with full-color, easy-toread graphic messages on a touch-sensitive
display screen.
"No other bank in Nevada has this kind of
ATM technology," Haycock said. "They ' re
reall y fun for the customers to use."
After regular banking hours the vestibule
will be locked, but customers will still be able
to use the ATM machines 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. They can use their ATM
cards to gain access to the vestibule by slipping
them into a "door pop," which allows them to
enter and take care of their transaction in a
lighted, secure environment behind locked
doors. There's even a phone in the vestibule
for added convenience.
· Where banks customarily use ropes to outline the area where customers are to wait for

Branch Manager Brett Packard stands in Citibank' s innovative new retail banking center.
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the next available teller, the new Citibank
branch has a functional S-shaped counter area,
complete with built-in calculators and calendars, that provides an excellent work space.
The opening of the Jones/Flamingo branch
represents continued expansion by Citibank in
the Las Vegas market. One of the bank's three
regional credit card processing centers is located in Las Vegas, on West Sahara at The
Lakes. The center processes Visa, Master
Card and Diners Club transactions for 13
western and southern states.
In addition to the Jones/Flamingo branch,
Citibank also has branches at West Sahara at
The Lakes, Maryland Parkway at Flamingo,
and Paradise between Twain and Flamingo.

PriMerit Bank announces
appointment of bank
officers
The recent appointment of Tom James, 48,
as vice president of PriMerit Bank was announced by Kenny C. Guinn, chairman of the
board and chief executive officer. James will.
oversee retail sales for PriMerit 's 15 Las
Vegas and five Arizona offices.
Hired November of last year, James attributes his rapid ri se at PriMerit to the bank 's
recent sales success .
"PriMerit set two new records last month,"
Guinn reported, "when we opened the largest
number of checking accounts and received the
most credit applications ever in one month. It
will be Tom ' s responsibility to make sure we
continue to match our products with our customers' needs."
After earning a bachelor's degree in education from Kearny College in Nebraska, James
enrolled in banking courses at Purdue University. He entered the banking business in 1975
when he realized his hometown of Omaha
wasn' t using its local bank. He quickly lured in
a savings bank that took 20 percent of the local
market with James's supervision. Some of his
subseq uent projects include placing Pima and
Ranier Bank inside grocery stores .
Karen Klein, 34, was recently promoted to
vice president of PriMerit Bank 's retail savings operations. Klein was previously PriMerit's department coordinator for Northern
Nevada. Her responsibility now includes all of
PriMerit's 25 branches in Southern Nevada
and Arizona.
PriMerit Bank is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Southwest Gas and operates 25 offices
in Reno and Las Vegas and five offices in
Arizona. PriMerit will soon open a branch in
Sun City Summerlin and will be the first bank
to serve the needs of that rapidly growing
community. The bank just reported its 22nd
consecutive year of profitability and has assets
totaling more than $2.7 billion.

Personalized service
program helps CNB enjoy
banner year
According to Continental National Bank
President David Smith, one of the major factors contributing to the bank's recent success
has been its implementation of a unique personalized banking program unlike any other in
Southern Nevada.
The Continental Connection, Continental
National Bank' s (CNB) uncommon individualized service program, was developed after a
study, commissioned by CNB and conducted
at UNLV in March of 1989 by Psychometric
Technology under the direction of Dr. Lynn D.
Larsen, showed that the latest trends in busibanking are moving toward personal
and more quality service. The inferfrom the study was used by CNB to
for the specific needs of its
X:!=.:::ss - ·erue le.
- ~ ~ Continental Connection firmly in
•
· 19 9. CNB,whichspecializesin
g. enjoyed an annual profit of
s-o .000 - ~· far the largest gain in the sixyear bisrory o~ e · "tution.
"'The ·que
·ry and advantage of what
we call our Continental Connection account is
our commitment to personal customer attention and development of a working business
relationship," said Smith. "We don t claim exelusive rights to that commitment. Any bank
dedicated to the ideal of actually serving customers on a personal basis has a big advantage
over the competition."
The research that led to the Continental
Connection consisted of four focus groups:
two with current CNB customers and two with
non-customers. Included in the study were
topics such as the need for banks to understand
clients ' industries, quick response, service
packages and service fees.
More than any other issue, however, the
study results revealed that participants were
unanimous in voicing the need for a close, oneon-one working relationship between their
businesses and banks. "The need for a personalized relationship was described as critical
and essential," said Smith.
The study demonstrated that demand for
personal service lies in two general areas: approval of loans and credit lines, and day-today banking business. According to Larson's
findings , study participants chose their current
banks primarily because of personal customer
service and previously established relationships with individuals at the bank. Smith notes
that this is because lending departments consider loans to those with whom they already
have a relationship as "less risky".
"Savvy businesses take the time to get to
know and establish effective business relationships with their bank's lending depart-

Continental National Bank President Dave Smith, left, looks at consumer behavior study
results with research director Dr. Lynn Larson of Psychometric Technology.

ment," said Smith. "We promote that practice
at CNB because it helps our clients and the
bank to continue working and growing together on a comfortable and friendly basis."
The results of the study also showed that
participants wanted a close relationship with
their bank and wanted the bank to be knowledgeable about their particular business needs.
"Construction firms , medical offices, retail
stores or any other business all have different
banking needs. People don ' t want to recite
their entire business history every time they
need a less routine transaction," said Smith.

"We feel so strongly about knowing our customers ' needs that we assign an account representative to be available for each business
account," Smith said.
Larson reported that although most participants recognized the need for more automated/computerized processing, many indicated that they would rather talk to a person at
their bank than to a computer.
The ability to take care of everyday banking
functions over the telephone to known account
representatives was also considered very
important, according to the study results. •
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Southwest Gas
employee saves
state money

Western Technologies
names vice presidents
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The promotion of six employees to senior vice president and
vice president was announced
recently by James G. Bennitt,
P.E., president of Western
Technologies, Inc.
James E. McNutt, P.E., and
Richard Richards, R.G., have
been promoted to the office of
senior vice president; both men
previously were vice presidents
with the organization. McNutt
has been managing director of the
Las Vegas and Bullhead City
offices since 1985, and now
assumes responsibility of
directing the Geomat Western
Division, encompassing Nevada
and the recently-acquired
Riverside, California, office.
Richards has been with the firm
si.nce 1988 and heads up the
newly-formed Environmental
Division of Western with offices
in five states.
Named vice president are
Stanley E. Tumey, P.E. , John P.
Hahle, James E. Weaver, P.E.,
and George A. Madrid, P.E.
Tumey is managing director of
the Tucson and Sierra Vista
offices; Hahle is managing director of the Flagstaff and Lakeside
offices; Weaver directs Geomat
operations in the Phoenix, Sun
City, and Mesa offices and
Madrid is managing director in
Farmington, New Mexico.
Western Technologies is
headquartered in Phoenix and
provides environmental,
analytical chemistry, geotechnical, construction management,
and materials control services to
clients who require excellence in
quality and service throughout
the western United States. The
employee-owned organization
has 14 regional offices in
Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico,
Colorado, and California and
employs over 400 people.

Jeff Hightower

Howard Hughes
Properties announces
promotions
Jeff Hightower was recently
promoted to manager of engineering and maintenance for the
Property Operations Department
at Howard Hughes Properties.
Major company elements under
Hightower' s engineering
direction include the Hughes
Center and the Hughes Airport
Center in Las Vegas and the
Howard Hughes Center in West
Los Angeles.
Previously, Hightower served
the Hughes Properties conglomerate as building engineer for the
First Interstate Tower at the
Hughes Center.
Prior to joining Howard
Hughes Properties in 1986,
Hightower spent three years as
operation manager and chief
engineer for the Thomas and
Mack Center and the Sam Boyd
Silver Bowl. His experience also
includes positions with Southwest
Gas Corporation and the El
Cortez Hotel and Casino.
Howard Hughes Properties
also announced the promotion of
Judy Cebulko from First
Interstate Tower building
manager to manager of the
Hughes Center.
Prior to joining Hughes
Properties in 1988, Cebulko was
a vice president with Alexander
Dawson, Inc. where she obtained
eight years of extensive experience in leasing and property
management.

Southwest Gas Accounting
Supervisor Fidel Juadines was
recognized by state officials
recently for suggesting a
procedure that will save the state
thousands of dollars in computer
programming costs.
Juadines suggested to state
officials that large companies like
Southwest Gas, which regularly
send voluminous reports to the
State Department of Commerce,
Division of Unclaimed Property,
be allowed to submit the
information on magnetic
computer tapes rather than on
computer printouts. By using the ·
tapes, state computer programmers could avoid the costly, timeconsuming process of rekeying
all the informat·ion into their
computers.
After reviewing Juadines '
proposal , state officials changed
the reporting requirements. As a
result, processing the report,
which previously took two days,
can now be done in five minutes.
Beside saving time, the new
procedure will help the division
avoid hiring additional staff to
process the growing number of
reports it receives each year.
"Mr. Juadines and Southwest
Gas have saved the taxpayers of
Nevada a considerable amount of
money," said Charles W. Moyer,
administrator of the Unclaimed
Property Division. "We really
appreciate Southwest being such
a good corporate citizen."
In recognition of the moneysaving suggestion, Juadines and
Southwest Gas Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer Kenny
Guinn were presented certificates
of appreciation by representatives
of Governor Bob Miller.

Deloitte & Touche
announce executive
appointments

Judge Earl White

Judge White announces
reelection bid

V.ltite was appointed to the
·ct court bench by thenGo emor Richard Bryan to fill
me position left vacant by the
death of Judge Tom O ' Donnell in
June of 1985. He will be seeking
a full six-year term.
Prior to his appointment, White
erved for five years as a judge in
Justice Court.
"Hard work, judicial experience and dedication to the law
will be my platform as I seek
reelection," White said.
White, 56, received his law
degree magna cum laude from
Howard University in 1963.
He is a member of the American
Bar Association, the National Bar
Association, the American
Judicature Society and the Merit
Selection Panel of the United
States District Court.
He received the Amicus Curiae
Award from the Nevada Judges
Association in 1985, and was
recognized as "Law Enforcement
Judicial Official of the Year" in
1987 by the Nevada Conference
of Police and Sheriffs.
White was appointed in 1988
by the Nevada Supreme Court to
the Task Force on Gender Bias in
the Courts, for which he presently
serves, and was selected by the
National Judicial College to a
special commission to advise the
1989 Nevada Legislature on
prison overcrowding.

B. Michl Lloyd has been
appointed partner-in-charge of
audit services for the Nevada
offices of Deloitte & Touche,
located in Las Vegas and Reno.
The announcement of Lloyd 's
responsibilities was made by
Northern California and Nevada
Group Managing Partner Lynn V.
Odland of Deloitte & Touchethe fourth largest accounting
and consulting firm in the
United States.
Lloyd, 41 , has been with
Deloitte & Touche for 19 years.
He joined the firm in the
Columbus, Ohio, office and
transferred to the Las Vegas
office in 1985. Lloyd was
admitted to the firm 's partnership
in 1983. He specializes in serving
the banking, real estate/construction, health care, gaming and
manufacturing industries .
Odland also announced the
appointment of R. Wayne Stoker
to the position of professional
practice director for the firm's
Nevada offices . As professional
practice director, Stoker is
responsible for quality assurance
and control, client acceptance
and continuance, risk management and consultation on
technical matters.
Stoker, 51, has been with
Deloitte & Touche for 25 years.
He joined the firm in the Phoenix
office and subsequently worked
in the Salt Lake City, New York
City, South Jersey and Philadelphia offices. Stoker was admitted
to the firm's partnership in 1976.
He transferred to the Las Vegas
office in 1987. Stoker is a firmdesignated specialist in public
utilities, financial institutions
and the hospitality and gaming
industries.

Commercial real estate
specialist joins
-Dermody Properties

Thomas Schoeman

JMA Architects and
Engineers names new
corporate president
JMA Architects and Engineers,
Inc., one of the largest and oldest
firms of its kind in Nevada, has
named Thomas Schoeman as its
president. Schoeman has been
with JMA for ten years.
Born and raised in Brooklyn,
New York, Schoeman moved
westward when he enrolled at the
University of New Mexico,
where he pursued his undergraduate studies. After working as an
architect in New Mexico, he was
invited to join JMA
Schoeman advanced rapidly
within the firm, filling positions
from principle to senior vice
president. In his new post as
company president, Schoeman is
responsible for the planning and
design of major projects for the
firm. Some of the recent projects
he has managed or is managing
include Citicorp Credit Services,
the Las Vegas U.S. Postal
General Mail and Vehicle
Maintenance Facility and the
Las Vegas Convention Center
Expansion.
Schoeman is a registered
architect in Nevada, New
Mexico, Arizona, Colorado,
Utah and Texas.

Dermody Properties has named
Richard Wolf, a veteran commercial real estate specialist, as
director of leasing and marketing.
Wolf was formerly vice
president with Coldwell Banker
Commercial 's Mountain Region
Staff based in Denver. He
implemented and monitored
marketing strategies and training
programs in eight western cities,
produced major client presentations and worked closely with
Colorado business development
organizations. During his tenure
with Coldwell Banker, he

Richard Wolf

interviewed, hired and trained
hundreds of brokers in Los
Angeles and Denver.
Wolf has 17 years in commercial real estate. A former
Navy Lieutenant, he was an air
intelligence officer with two
Vietnam combat tours. He also
served as an instructor in the
Navy ' s renowned Top Gun
fighter pilot school.
At Dermody Properties,
Wolf will train leasing agents,
develop national accounts,
enhance service programs and
direct all marketing efforts.
He also plans to get involved
in Reno ' s economic development organizations.
•
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award for architectural excellence in Santa
Cruz C-ounty, California.
Hurst Cliff Group is a member of the Southem Nevada Homebuilders Association, the
Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce, and the
Nevada Institute of Contemporary Art.

Sierra Pacific & Nevada
Power two of nation's bestmanaged utilities

Nevada
Briefs
Interior design firm
garners Silver Award
Molly Cliff and Cathy Hurst, owners of
Hurst Cliff Group, received the 1990 Silver
Award for Residential Interior Design. Created to recognize outstanding achievements in
the building industry in Southern Nevada, the
Silver Awards offered 28 categories in the
competition. Included among these categories
were two for interior design - commercial
and residential. Hurst Cliff Group was
awarded the residential award for their wo rk
on Cayman Bay Clubhouse and Apartments.
Established in early 1988 , Hurst Cliff
Group designs commercial as well as residential interiors. Prior to moving to Southern
Nevada, Molly Cliff received the S.C.O.P.E.

According to the Utility Shareholders '
Association of evada, a study of more than
117 electric utility companies shows Sierra
Pacific and evada Power to be among the
nation 's best-managed utility companies. Sierra Pacific rank s ninth and evada Power
eleventh in a statistical study of electric rates.
The analysis removes the effects of differing
service territories , regulatory policies and
other factors ou tside the utilities' control.
"This is an important study because it's an
unbiased, objective ana lysis," said USA
President James Simms. "This st udy looks at
company management without the impacts of
regulation or other outside factors ."
Performed by Dr. George Tolley, economics professor at the University of Chicago, and
Edward Bodmer, vice president of the First
National Bank of Chicago, the study was reported in the January 4, 1990 issue of Puhlic
Utilities Fortnightly.
The authors used a two-step approach comparing the actual cost of electricity to the
expected price, which is based on characteristics of the companies' service territory and
regulatory environment. Both Sierra Pacific
and evada Power show low actual electric
costs compared to what is expected based on
an evaluation of the state's regulatory environment and other factors.

Molly Cliff and Cathy Hurst of the Hurst Cliff Group receive the 1990 Silver Award
for Residential interior Design from Joel Bergman of Atlandia Design.
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Investors warned of
penny stock scams
Investors who are contacted by telephone
and encouraged to place their life savings in
so-called " penny stocks" would be wise to
hang up, according to Sherwood Cook, deputy
sec retary of state for sec urities.
Penn y stocks are unlisted, low-priced
stocks that usually trade for $5 or less. " Penny
stock fraud has reached epidemic proportions
in the United States," Cook said.
Investigations by state securities regulators
of penny stock fraud rose almost I 00 percent
from 1987 to 1988 . In 1989, the North American Securities Administrators Association
(NASAA) listed penny stock fraud as the
number one threat of fraud and abuse facing
small investors in the U.S. , and is listed by the
Alliance Against Fraud in Telemarketing as
one of the top phone scams of the '90s.
"The deck is stacked against most investors
in penny stocks; research indicates they have
up to a 90 percent risk of losing some or all of
their money," Cook warned.
NASAA cautions investors to be particularly wary of so-called "blank check" blind
pool offerings, in which a new company often
has no assets, no em ployees and no stated
business plan. " Blank check" offerings, which
now account for 70 percent of all penny stocks,
frequently are used as the vehicle for manipulative trading.

Nevada projected as
second fastest growing
state through 2010
evada is home to two of the "sizzle markets" of the West, Reno and Las Vegas, and
will have the second highest projected state
population growth in the nation from 199020 I 0, according to the 1989-1990 Sunset
Western Market Almanac.
The state's population is expected to grow
by 38 percent over the 20-year period. Nevada ' s population of 800,000 in 1980 will
have jumped to just over one million by the
end of next year, and by 20 I 0, should reach
nearly 1.5 million. The state' s 38 percent
projected growth rate for the next 20 years
almost triples the projected national growth
rate of 13 percent for the same time period.
The new almanac also projects a marked
increase in the effective buying income ,----=-'- per capita and per household for the state.
is what remains after expenses such as tax
penalties and social insurance.
In 1987, the average EBI per capita
Nevada was $13 ,231. That fig ure is expecrec
to jump 46.5 percent to $19,388 by the end
1992. The average increase per household
the same years will be 43.3 percent,
$32,283 to $46,246.

MEDIA, INC.

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING • COMMERCIAL SIGNS

734-8121

January Freeze Grips
Local Stock Prices

anuary ended as it began - with a
vigorous rally. But in between, it was
the worst January for Wall Street in
20 years and the effect was devastating to Nevada stocks during the monthly trading session ended February 12.
The bottom line: the Nevada Business Journal Stock Index took a nasty spill, as its market
value contracted by more than 200 points, or
8.82 percent, to 2080.77. Just four months ago,
our statewide indicator of 27 stocks stood at a
record high of 2673.05.
This time around, investors once again beat
a hasty retreat from Nevada-based stocks, as
locally declining issues towered over advancing issues by better than a seven-to-one ratio.
What ' s more, stocks falling to new lows
whitewashed those reaching new highs by a
seven-to-zero count, illuminating the underly-

J

ing weakness in Nevada stocks last month.
Among local stocks suffering from vertigo
last month:
First Interstate continued its so utherl y
course, erasing another$8.25 a share, or 19.24
percent, from its stock price. A cool response
to a proposed 7.5 million common-share stock
offering, a recent management shakeup, together with an SEC inquiry into a $400 million
fourth-quarter write-down, has prompted
shareholders to become ex-shareholders. The
result: First Interstate was the largest dollarloser of the lot.
Circus Circus Enterprises also witnessed
selling pressure last month, as it cascaded
$5.63 to $48 in a weak casino sector. The
company said it will buy back ten percent of its
27 .5 million shares outstanding, and said it has
agreed to buy one million shares from its

chairman, William Bennett, for $48.50 a
share. After the sale, Bennett will hold an 18
percent stake in the company, or about five
million shares.
Golden Nugget tripped $2.63 a share to
$23.25. The company, which opened its Mirage resort last November, said fourth-quarter
losses widened to $9.8 million from $3.3 million during the same period one year ago.
Not all was entirely grim for Nevada-based
stocks last month. Syntech International, for
example, surged 77.94 percent to 50 cents a
share, and was the largest percentage-gainer
of the portfolio. In late January, International
Game Technology (IGT) - up $1.75 and the
largest dollar-gainer of the lot- postponed ,
interest and principal payments by Syntech to
IGT for one quarter. IGT holds a 9.8 percent"
stake in Syntech International.
•

NEVADA BUSINESS JOURNAL STOCK INDEX
Exch

Company

OTC
OTC
OTC
NYS
ASE
NYS
OTC
OTC
NYS
OTC
OTC
NYS
OTC
NYS
NYS
OTC
OTC
NYS
ASE
NYS
NYS
OTC
OTC
OTC
OTC
OTC
OTC

Amserv
Blockbuster Ent.
Cadema Corp. (L)
Circus Circus
Elsinore Corp.
First Interstate Bank (l )
First Western Financial
Frontier Savings (L)
Golden Nugget
Hy1ek Microsystems
lnt'l Game Technology
Jackpot Enterprises (L)
MarCor Development
Nevada Power
Sahara Casino Partners
Sahara Resorts
Sands Regent
Showboat Inc. (l )
Sierra Health Service
Sierra Pacific Resources
Southwest Gas (L)
Syntech International
United Gaming Inc.
Vacation Spa Resorts
Valley Capital Corp.
Vanderbilt Gold
Vita Plus Industries (L)

Ticker
Symbol

AMSR
BV
COMA
CIR
ELS
I
FWES
FRNT
GNG
HTEK
IGAM
JACK
MAAR
NVP
SAH
SHRE
SNDS
SBO
SIE
SRP

swx
SYNE
UGAM
VSPA
VCCN
VAGO
VPII

% Chnge

02/12!90

Net
Chnge in
Period

in
Period

PIE
Ratio

6.00
15.75
0.31
48.00
0.50
34.63
5.63
1.38
23.25
0.38
29.00
8.38
7.75
23.63
8.75
25.38
13.50
7.63
7.38
23.50
17.13
0.50
9.88
0.1 3
29.88
2.38
0.09

·0.13
-1.00
-0.19
-5.63
-0.13
-8.25
-0.38
-0.13
-2.63
-0.13
1.75
-1.1 3
-1.75
-1 .13
0.00
-3.88
-0.50
-0.75
-1.13
-1.50
-0.25
0.22
-0.75
0.03
-3.13
-0.50
-0.03

·2.04
-5.97
-37.40
-10.49
·20.00
·19.24
·6.25
-8.33
-10.14
-25.00
6.42
-11.84
-18.42
-4.55
0.00
-13. 25
-3.57
-8.96
-13.24
-6.00
-1.44
77.94
-7.06
32.98
-9.47
-17.39
-24.80

13.00
27.00
-2.00
19.00
-1 .00
-9.00
5.00
-1 .00
-18.00

Closing
Price

Closing
Price

01/11 /89
6.13
16.75
0.50
53.63
0.63
42.88
6.00
1.50
25.88
0.50
27.25
9.50
9.50
24.75
8.75
29.25
14.00
8.38
8.50
25.00
17.38
0.28
10.63
0.09
33.00
2.88
0.1 3

15.00
10.00
28.00
13.00
58.00
58.00
10.00
10.00
-8.00
11 .00
22.00
14.00
2.00
9.00
-26.00

Annual
Dividend
Rate
Yield

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.00
0.36
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.28
0.00
1.56
1.12
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
1.84
1.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.80
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.66
6.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.44
0.00
6.60
12.80
0.00
0.00
1.05
0.00
7.83
8.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.68
0.00
0.00

Annual
High

Low

7.63
21.63
1.1 9
57.00
0.88
70.38
9.75
1.75
34.00
2.50
32.63
17.25
16.25
25.88
9.25
38.00
16.50
15.63
9.63
25.88
20.38
2.63
15.50
0.16
36.00
3.63
0.50

3.88
10.63
0.31
30.88
0.25
34.00
4.88
1.00
17.50
0.31
20.50
8.38
6.63
19.25
8.1 3
23.75
11 .00
7.25
2.00
22.38
16.50
0.25
7.50
0.09
22.00
1.75
0.06

KEY : (H) '"' New high in period; (L) • New low in period; d- Deficit; NYS"' New York Stock Exchange : ASE s American Stock Exchange; OTC .. Over The Counter: (s) - Reflects stock split
Compiled by Nordby International, Inc. This information is obtained from sources believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed to be completely accurate. This information is subject to change without notice.
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CLOSING QUOTES FOR BAR CHART (Above)
Date

Nevada

Dow Jones

07/13 .... ...... .. ............. .. .. ...... ... .. ... .. . 2592 .55 .. ... ..... .. .... .. .... ...... .... .. . 2538 .32
08/14 ....... .. .... ............ .. ......... .. ...... .. 2619 .56 ........ .... ... ... .. .. .. .... .. .... . 2677.92
09/11 .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .................... .. 2629 .35 .. .... ...... .. ............. ....... . 2704.41
10/ 12 ....... .... .. .. .. ...... ........... .. .. ........ 2673 .05 .... .. ............. ...... .... .... .. 2759 .84
11 /13 .. .... .. ... .. .... .. ... ... ........ .. ........... 2418 .53 .... .. .. .. .... ... .. .... .. ........ .. 2625 .61
12/11 .. .. ... ... ........... ......... .. .. ......... .. . 2293 .26' .. .......... .. ............ .... .. .. . 2728 .54
01 /11 .... ... .......... .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .... .. ....... 2822 .03 ..... ..... ..... .. .. .... ......... .. . 2760.67
02/12 .. ...... .. .... .. .. ....... ....... .. ... .. ....... 2080 .77 .... .... .. .. ... ... .......... .. .. ... 2619.14

MARKET DIARY
Advances .. ..... .... .... ....... ..... .. .... 3
Declines .... .. .... ......... .. ... .... ... .. 23
Unchanged .. ........................... . 1
New Highs .. .. ...... .................... . 0
New Lows ............. .. .. .... .. ......... 7

MOST ACTIVE ISSUES
Largest Dollar Gainer . .. ........ .. .. .. .............. ... ....... ....... International Game Technology .. .. ... ..... .. ... ... ..... .. .. .. ... $1.75
Largest Dollar Loser . ... ..... .... ..... ........... ....... ..... ... .... .. First Interstate .. ... ..... ... ....... ... ...... .... .... ..... .. ..... ... .... ...- $8 .25
Largest Percentage Gainer . ..... .. .. .. ...... .. ... .. .......... .. .. Syntech International .. .. .. .... ... .... .. .... ... .... .. ... .. .. .. .. .... .. . 77 .94%
Largest Percentage Loser . ... ....... .. .. ...... .... .. ... ..... .. ... . Cadema Corporation ... ........... .... ... ..... ... ..... .. ... .... .. ... .-37.40%

INDICES

Nevada Business Journal Stock Index
Dow Jones Industrial Average
N.Y.S.E. Composite
Standard & Poor's 500-Stock Index
NASDAQ OTC Composite

Close
01 /11 /89

Close
02/12/89

Net
Change in
Period

Percent
Change in
Period

2282 .03
2760 .67
192.78
348 .53
448 .86

2080.77
2619.14
182.55
330 .08
426.38

-201 .26
-141.53
-10 .23
-18.45
-22 .48

-8.82
-5 .13
-5.31
-5 .29
-5.01
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Get the most for
your dollar...
AL TENDER
NOTE IS
FOR THIS
ALl,.: DEBTS,
p UL:~C AND PRIVATE
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• SPECIAL CORPORATE RATES
Cadillacs:

$39.95

lntennediates: $34.95

Unlimited Mileage
Unlimited Mileage

• SPECIALTY VEHICLEs
Mini Vans, 4x4's & Convertibles

DIRECT BILUNG

Even paying for the cars YDur company rents is simple
because Dollar offers a charge plan called DollarCharge.
As a OollarCharge customer, you'll receive individualized
billing statements for each employee who receives a
Personalized DollarCharge card.

1990 CADILLAc DE VILLE
" We featute fine GM vehicles like the

199{) Cadillac

De""'-

Che-1 Co,.;,,

foa'=<J abo,.. •

Call for reservations today!
ilkCanon Inn. Aiq,o,r

&no Cannon Intz Ai'Po"
Lake Tahoe

739-8408
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